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the four GAFA　四騎士が創り変えた世界 2018-07-27
世界の覇者gafa 彼らは世界をどう作り替えたのか 私たちはそこでどう生き残ればいいのか 米国著名教授による衝撃の話題作

Reality Check 2022-04-11
the middle east and north africa economies face an uncertain recovery the war in ukraine presents significant challenges to the global economy and the
mena region inflationary pressures brought about by the pandemic are likely to be further exacerbated by the conflict the potential for rising food
prices is even higher which is likely to hurt the wallets of the poor and vulnerable in the region the covid 19 pandemic continues to cast a shadow as
the latest variant sweeps over the region countries grapple with a host of problems depending on initial conditions and policy priorities the region like
the rest of the world is not out of the woods yet vaccinations remain the effective path out of the pandemic leading to lower hospitalizations and death
rates testing helps curb the spread during times of uncertainty it is important to not be overconfident about the region s growth prospects growth
forecasts serve as a significant signpost for policymakers to chart a path forward over the last decade growth forecasts in the mena region have often
been inaccurate and overly optimistic which can lead to economic contractions down the road due to ebullient borrowing there is considerable room for the
region to improve its forecasts that are largely hindered by opaque data systems growth volatility and conflict the mena region lags considerably in the
timely production of credible statistics a key finding of the report is that the best way to improve forecasters is to provide forecasters with as much
good quality information as possible

After the Crash 2019-10-08
the 2008 crash was the worst financial crisis and the most severe economic downturn since the great depression it triggered a complete overhaul of the
global regulatory environment ushering in a stream of new rules and laws to combat the perceived weakness of the financial system while the global
economy came back from the brink the continuing effects of the crisis include increasing economic inequality and political polarization after the crash
is an innovative analysis of the crisis and its ongoing influence on the global regulatory financial and political landscape with timely discussions of
the key issues for our economic future it brings together a range of experts and practitioners including joseph stiglitz a nobel prize winner former
congressman barney frank former treasury secretary jacob lew paul tucker a former deputy governor of the bank of england and steve cutler general counsel
of jp morgan chase during the financial crisis each poses crucial questions what were the origins of the crisis how effective were international and
domestic regulatory responses have we addressed the roots of the crisis through reform and regulation are our financial systems and the global economy
better able to withstand another crash after the crash is vital reading as both a retrospective on the last crisis and an analysis of possible sources of
the next one

The Institutional Topology of International Regime Complexes 2023-10-05
the implicit topology of international institutional complexes varies greatly across policy areas in some areas the lion s share of everyday policy
cooperation is shaped by a single institution with alternative and more regional institutions operating in its shadow in other policy fields
institutional structures appear to be different seeing a range of non hierarchical decentralized alternative institutions the institutional topology of
international regime complexes mapping inter institutional structures in global governance provides a systematic conceptualization and explanation of the
evolution of these varying institutional topologies underlying regime complexes across five issue areas of global governance intellectual property
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protection tax avoidance financial stability development aid and energy governance by providing an empirically grounded network based conceptualization
and mapping of institutional topologies as well as a theoretical explanation for their variation across policy space and time the book offers a
comprehensive analysis of both the empirical manifestation of inter institutional structures across various policy fields of global governance and the
issue specific factors that shape the varying institutional trajectories spurring de centralization daßler combines quantitative network analyses with
qualitative case studies to trace institutional decentralization processes across five highly relevant issue areas of global governance this volume shows
how the nature of issue specific cooperation problems translates into disparate structures among multilateral institutions occupying the same regime
complex in light of growing concerns about the future trajectories of global governance in times of heightened geopolitical tensions daßler offers a
fresh perspective to comparatively capture the profoundly varying institutional landscapes across different issue areas and their associated challenges
and benefits of multilateral cooperation transformations in governance is a major academic book series from oxford university press it is designed to
accommodate the impressive growth of research in comparative politics international relations public policy federalism and environmental and urban
studies concerned with the dispersion of authority from central states to supranational institutions subnational governments and public private networks
it brings together work that advances our understanding of the organization causes and consequences of multilevel and complex governance the series is
selective containing annually a small number of books of exceptionally high quality by leading and emerging scholars the series is edited by liesbet
hooghe and gary marks of the university of north carolina chapel hill and walter mattli of the university of oxford

The Palestine Strategic Report 2016-2017 2018-11-19
this annual referential report has become an essential classic in the academic realm of palestinian studies it includes the latest and most recent
statistical and analytic data on the various developments related to the palestinian issue

Monetary Policy after the Great Recession 2020-11-09
walter bagehot noticed once that john bull can stand many things but he cannot stand two per cent well for several years he has had to stand interest
rates well below that in some countries even below zero however despite this sacrifice the economic recovery from the great recession has been
disappointingly weak this book s aim is to answer this question the central thesis of the book is that the standard understanding of the monetary
transmission mechanism is flawed that understanding adopts erroneous assumptions such as that low interest rates always stimulate economic growth by
boosting the credit supply investment and consumption and does not fully take into account several unintended channels of monetary policy such as risk
taking high level of debt or zombification of the economy in other words the effectiveness of monetary policy is limited during economic downturns
accompanied by the debt overhang and the balance sheet recession and generates negative effects which can make the policy counterproductive the author
provides a thorough analysis of the issues related to the interest rates in the conduct of monetary policy such as the risk taking channel of monetary
policy the portfolio balance channel and the wealth effect zombie firms in the economy the misallocation of resources as well as the neutral interest
rate targeting and the difference between the neutral and natural interest rate and the negative interest rate policy the book is written in an
accessible and engaging manner and will be a valuable resource for scholars of monetary economics as well as readers interested in unconventional
monetary policy

Consumer, Prosumer, Prosumager 2019-02-19
consumers prosumers prosumagers how customer stratification will disrupt the utility business model examines customer stratification in the electric
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power sector arguing that it is poised to become one of the fundamental drivers of the 21st century power network as distributed energy generation
storage sharing and trading options become available at scale the book addresses the interface and the relationship between key players and their impacts
on incumbent and disruptive service providers topics covered include innovations that lead to consumer stratification regulatory policy the potential of
service the speed and spread of stratification and a review of potential business models and strategies the work also covers the evolution and potential
end states of electricity service provision from its basis in current pilot programs as distributed generation scales and its potential to supplant
industry norms explores the impacts and trajectories of increasing distributed power generation and storage adoption analyzes the growing number of
electricity services and their impact on the existing power grid and service providers including incumbent and disruptor utilities discusses future
market trends and trends in costs pricing and business models

The Four 2017-10-03
new york times bestseller usa today bestseller amazon apple facebook and google are the four most influential companies on the planet just about everyone
thinks they know how they got there just about everyone is wrong for all that s been written about the four over the last two decades no one has captured
their power and staggering success as insightfully as scott galloway instead of buying the myths these compa nies broadcast galloway asks fundamental
questions how did the four infiltrate our lives so completely that they re almost impossible to avoid or boycott why does the stock market forgive them
for sins that would destroy other firms and as they race to become the world s first trillion dollar company can anyone chal lenge them in the same
irreverent style that has made him one of the world s most celebrated business professors galloway deconstructs the strategies of the four that lurk
beneath their shiny veneers he shows how they manipulate the fundamental emotional needs that have driven us since our ancestors lived in caves at a
speed and scope others can t match and he reveals how you can apply the lessons of their ascent to your own business or career whether you want to
compete with them do business with them or simply live in the world they dominate you need to understand the four

Essential Personal Finance 2018-12-13
there is increasing pressure for all of us to take responsibility for our own financial security and wellbeing but we often overlook how the benefits
that come with a job can help us do that essential personal finance a practical guide for employees focuses on these valuable work benefits and shows how
you can build on this important foundation to achieve financial security and your life goals this unique book explores how making effective and practical
use of these work benefits such as pension scheme life cover sick pay cheap loans savings schemes and even financial coaching means facing up to the
behavioural biases we are all plagued with given that these can get in the way of even the best intentions essential personal finance tackles these
biases head on with practical ideas and tips for overcoming or harnessing them for good and will help you to develop a positive and fruitful relationship
with your money with financial stress being a major cause of absenteeism and sick leave low morale and lost productivity the advice in this book also
offers employers enormous benefits by empowering employees through financial education and financial awareness progressive employers will help them feel
more in control of their lives and experience less stress resulting in higher morale and productivity offering a distinctive approach which combines
academic insight with practical financial wisdom and tools this is a must have book for all employees it will help you make the most of everything your
job has to offer so you can worry less about money and live life to the full

The Empathy Gap 2021
from the ebook preface this book majors on the presentation of empirical evidence in the form of data the most digestible form for communicating such
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material is through the use of tables and figures generally graphs consequently the book has a great many tables and figures and the latter are often in
colour viewing on a device capable of rendering colours is therefore recommended although monochrome will be adequate in most cases the empathy gap
proposes the thesis that men and boys are extensively disadvantaged across many areas of life including in education healthcare genital integrity
criminal justice domestic abuse working hours taxation pensions paternity homelessness suicide sexual offences and access to their own children after
parental separation the claim is justified in the book by empirical evidence mostly but not exclusively from the uk involving nearly 1 000 references 179
figures and 49 tables to most people of both sexes this will appear to be a perverse perspective as disadvantage has become the province of women girls
and minorities not males yet the empirical case supporting the disadvantages suffered by men and boys is undeniable to the objective mind but if this is
so why is the popular perception that males are privileged whereas disadvantage is the province of the opposite sex why do the male disadvantages go
largely unremarked by both sexes if they are so pervasive presenting the case for widespread and substantial male disadvantage is also a challenge to the
usual hegemonic paradigm of feminist theory these issues are addressed within the empathy gap by presenting an entirely different orientation on the
social psychology of relations between the sexes out goes the idea of an oppressive patriarchy instead a man s participation in the human pair bond is
seen to be altruistic a phenomenon arising originally from evolution and enacted in the individual via the emotional psyche this is the origin of an
asymmetry in the perception of the sexes which normalises the preferencing of females and therefore inevitably disadvantages males as a corollary the
successful evolved strategy involves male utility and relative male disposability the latter being facilitated by a muted empathy for males by both sexes
the empathy gap rather than working to overcome this male disposability as a true egalitarian movement would have done feminism has fed upon it and
amplified it the feminist project relies upon the true state of affairs remaining unacknowledged and the empathy gap is instrumental in its own
invisibility in respect of this theory the author makes no claim for originality the ideas presented have been circulating within the sub culture for
decades however the focus of the book is to show how these ideas are manifest in practice

Internet Security Fundamentals 2014-01-14
an easy to understand guide of the most commonly faced security threats any computer user is likely to come across via email social media and online
shopping this is not aimed at people studying internet security or cissp but general users though still helpful to both antivirus software is now
incredibly advanced but the problem of viruses is worse than ever this is because many viruses trick the user into installing them the same way that the
most sophisticated alarm system and door security is not much use if you open the door from the inside to let someone in this book explains in easy to
understand terms why you cannot just rely on antivirus but also need to be aware of the various scams and tricks used by criminals

Economic Report of the President Transmitted to the Congress 2018
represents the annual report of the president s council of economic advisers appendix b contains historical tables from 1959 or earlier on aspects of
income national personal and corporate production prices employment investment taxes and transfers and money and finance

Economic report of the President 2019-02-28
this proceedings volume examines accounting and financial issues and trends from both global and local economic perspectives featuring selected
contributions presented at the 19th annual conference on finance and accounting acfa held in prague czech republic this book offers a mixture of research
methods and micro and macroeconomic approaches to depict a detailed picture of the impact of global and local determinants on the globalized economy the
global perspectives versus local specifics make the volume useful for not only academics and scholars but also for regulators and policy makers when
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deliberating the potential outcome of competing regulatory mechanisms the annual conference on finance and accounting acfa has become one of the biggest
conferences in the central and eastern european cee region solely oriented to contemporary research in finance and accounting bringing together
researchers and scholars from all over the world the conference provides a platform in which thoughts visions and contemporary developments in the field
of finance and accounting are discussed

Global Versus Local Perspectives on Finance and Accounting 2018-08-06
this book explores various facets of the transition to renewable energy in the arctic region it critically examines the adverse effects of fossil fuel
extraction and use environmental and social impacts of climate change and the possibility of a low carbon energy system through innovation and technology
drawing together a diverse range of contributors and considering a range of new energy sources this volume also looks at the scale of the transition
challenges in the arctic energy production and use the necessary flexibility to balance energy demand and supply the need of a more integrated energy
infrastructure and the new energy business models health and safety and quality standards for the region finally it examines the transit and influence
between arctic and non arctic countries in terms of growth partnerships and new dynamics of a transitioning process to a sustainable energy system
focusing on specific case studies that represent the most relevant energy projects in the region this book will be of great interest to students and
scholars of energy policy and transitions climate change global business and sustainable development

Renewable Energy for the Arctic 2023
understand the role and potential of fixed income as an asset class systematic fixed income an investor s guide offers readers a powerful practical and
robust framework for investors and asset managers to preserve the diversifying properties of a fixed income allocation and add to that unique sources of
excess returns via systematic security selection in other words this framework allows for efficient capture of fixed income beta and fixed income alpha
celebrated finance professional dr scott richardson presents concrete strategies for identifying the relevant sources of risk and return in public fixed
income markets and explains the tactical and strategic roles played by fixed income in typical portfolios in the book readers will explore the
implementation challenges associated with a systematic fixed income portfolio including liquidity and risk the systematic return sources for rate and
credit sensitive fixed income assets in both developed and emerging markets an essential read for asset managers and institutional investors with a
professional interest in fixed income markets systematic fixed income an investor s guide deserves a place in the libraries of advanced degree students
of finance business and investment as well as other investment professionals seeking to refine their understanding of the full potential of this
foundational asset class

SHOCKS AND CAPITAL FLOWS 2022-05-17
throughout history humans have sought to enhance their wellbeing across various domains though the spectrum of factors responsible for wellbeing has
widened considerably and advances have been realized in scientific technological fields significant failures have been encountered in establishing
peaceful relations among various communities and the natural environment has been degraded inconsiderately by humans since the industrial revolution this
book identifies the key factors that influence changes in wellbeing both positively and negatively within a framework of socio economic globalization
instantaneous interconnectedness and rising environmental risks these clusters of progress comprise essentially the following seven areas bolstering
peace and security respecting universal fundamental values satisfying personal and social basic needs expanding knowledge and managerial technological
skills promoting arts and culture husbanding natural resources and protecting the environment and concerting actions for the global common good the term
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progress is used here to mean an all embracing sustainable advancement towards desirable goals be they material or non material offering higher levels of
wellbeing to individuals and to society at large compared to previous or current conditions in unravelling the progress conundrum the author draws on his
own original research and field work experiences which dovetail with those of other scholars by complementing their findings and or by offering different
appraisals the author adopts an inter disciplinary approach that overcomes the silo like compartmentalization of fields of study the said approach
enables us to reach a better understanding of the complex reality of progress or regression in various domains

Systematic Fixed Income 2018-12-19
identifying malpractice and misconduct should be top priority for financial risk managers today corruption and fraud in financial markets identifies
potential issues surrounding all types of fraud misconduct price volume manipulation and other forms of malpractice chapters cover detection prevention
and regulation of corruption and fraud within different financial markets written by experts at the forefront of finance and risk management this book
details the many practices that bring potentially devastating consequences including insider trading bribery false disclosure frontrunning options
backdating and improper execution or broker agency relationships informed but corrupt traders manipulate prices in dark pools run by investment banks
using anonymous deals to move prices in their own favour extracting value from ordinary investors time and time again strategies such as wash ladder and
spoofing trades are rife even on regulated exchanges and in unregulated cryptocurrency exchanges one can even see these manipulative quotes happening
real time in the limit order book more generally financial market misconduct and fraud affects about 15 percent of publicly listed companies each year
and the resulting fines can devastate an organisation s budget and initiate a tailspin from which it may never recover this book gives you a deeper
understanding of all these issues to help prevent you and your company from falling victim to unethical practices learn about the different types of
corruption and fraud and where they may be hiding in your organisation identify improper relationships and conflicts of interest before they become a
problem understand the regulations surrounding market misconduct and how they affect your firm prevent budget breaking fines and other potentially
catastrophic consequences since the libor scandal many major banks have been fined billions of dollars for manipulation of prices exchange rates and
interest rates headline cases aside misconduct and fraud is uncomfortably prevalent in a large number of financial firms it can exist in a wide variety
of forms with practices in multiple departments making self governance complex corruption and fraud in financial markets is a comprehensive guide to
identifying and stopping potential problems before they reach the level of finable misconduct

The Evolution of Economic Wellbeing 2022-12-13
this handbook is the first volume to comprehensively analyse and problem solve how to manage the decline of fossil fuels as the world tackles climate
change and shifts towards a low carbon energy transition the overall findings are straight forward and unsurprising although fossil fuels have powered
the industrialisation of many nations and improved the lives of hundreds of millions of people another century dominated by fossil fuels would be
disastrous fossil fuels and associated greenhouse gas emissions must be reduced to a level that avoids rising temperatures and rising risks in support of
a just and sustainable energy transition divided into four sections and 25 contributions from global leading experts the chapters span a wide range of
energy technologies and sources including fossil fuels carbon mitigation options renewables low carbon energy energy storage electric vehicles and energy
sectors electricity heat and transport they cover varied legal jurisdictions and multiple governance approaches encompassing multi and inter disciplinary
technological environmental social economic political legal and policy perspectives with timely case studies from africa asia australia europe north
america south america and the pacific providing an insightful contribution to the literature and a much needed synthesis of the field as a whole this
book will have great appeal to decision makers practitioners students and scholars in the field of energy transition studies seeking a comprehensive
understanding of the opportunities and challenges in managing the decline of fossil fuels
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Corruption and Fraud in Financial Markets 2019-11-12
this insightful and timely volume provides a succinct expert led introduction to the latest developments in advanced econometric methodologies in the
context of tourism demand modelling and forecasting written by a plethora of worldwide experts on this topic this book offers a comprehensive approach to
tourism econometrics accurate demand forecasts are crucial to decision making in the tourism industry and this book provides real life tourism
applications and the corresponding r code alongside theoretical foundations in order to enhance understanding and practice amongst its readers the
methodologies introduced include general to specific modelling cointegration vector autoregression time varying parameter modelling spatiotemporal
econometric models mixed frequency forecasting hybrid forecasting models forecasting combination techniques density forecasting judgemental forecasting
scenario forecasting under crisis and web based tourism forecasting embellished with insightful figures and tables throughout this book is an invaluable
resource for those using advanced econometric methodologies in their studies and research including both undergraduate and postgraduate students
researchers and practitioners

The Palgrave Handbook of Managing Fossil Fuels and Energy Transitions 2022-10-27
この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません 英文法の鬼100則 に続く 英語の鬼 シリーズ第6弾 英語ができる だけでない できる 評価される ビジネスマンになるための
英語の本です グローバルビジネスの変容に基づき ペラペラ英会話 よりも 書く英語 説明する英語 重視 英語 会計 論理的思考 ビジネス活動の本丸に迫る プレゼンや契約 会社の数字に関わる章の充実は他を圧倒します 実例豊富 すぐ使える内容です 英文契約書 英文ビジネスプランはダウンロード可能 会話部分は音声
ダウンロード 急いで身につけたい人も しっかり学びたい人も 具体的な本書の使い方としては2つ考えられます 1つ目は 来週 海外の取引先との初めてのテレカンがある 海外オフィスにＥメールをドラフトするように上司に指示された などといった差し迫った状況のときに 該当する章を急いで学習する方法です 必要なフレー
ズだけ抜き取って使うのでもいいですし 週末を利用して章を丸々読み込む というのでもいいでしょう カフェや図書館など集中できるところで読むのもおすすめです 本書はわり合い物理的な重みのある本なので テレカンやeメールの部分だけコピーしてカバンに入れて持ち歩く といった使い方も便利でしょう 2つ目はもう少し長
いスパンで ビジネス英語を網羅するという意味で 本書をゆっくり読んでもらう というものです フレーズや話の流れの 型 を理解して覚えるという意味では ビジネス英語はある程度短期決戦が可能な学習分野ではあるのですが それぞれのビジネスシーンに入り込み immersion 異なる文化の人を自分の心の中に住まわ
せ 最良の選択肢を出すためにシミュレーションするということは少々時間を要します そういった目的においては 時間をゆっくり取れるときに 例えば寝る前に少しずつ読むでも構いません 読み進めていくのが便利かと思います ある程度長くじっくり勉強するときには意義を見失いそうになることもあるかと思います しかし フレー
ズが頭に入り グローバルなビジネスシーンで重要なことを理解し 相手の感情を言葉の手がかりから推測できるようになることは toeicテストの点数アップであったり 海外のクライアントの接待における成功であったり 必ず現世的なご利益もついてきますので 安心して続けてください

Econometric Modelling and Forecasting of Tourism Demand 2022-10-17
この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません ＥＵは1999年に単一通貨ユーロを導入し 経済 通貨同盟の第3段階に進んだ しかし 欧州金融危機はＥＵの通貨制度の脆弱さを露
呈させるに至る 本書は 欧州金融危機を契機とするガバナンス改革と改革後のemuの第３段階の展開を考察し euの単一通貨制度の特質と問題点を明らかにする

ビジネス英語の鬼100則 2023-03-30
the enormous global demand for smartphones in recent years has created a new global tech cycle in 2016 alone global smartphone sales reached close to 1 5
billion one for every fifth person on earth in turn this has engendered complex and evolving supply chains across asia we show that the new tech cycle
cannot be captured by standard seasonality but depends on smartphone product release dates decomposing cycle from trend we also show that the sale of
smartphones may have peaked in late 2015 asia however continues to gain in importance as the global tech manufacturer

EUの経済・通貨同盟――ガバナンス改革と欧州単一通貨制度のゆくえ―― 2018-03-05
this book presents recent research on probabilistic methods in economics from machine learning to statistical analysis economics is a very important and
at the same a very difficult discipline it is not easy to predict how an economy will evolve or to identify the measures needed to make an economy
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prosper one of the main reasons for this is the high level of uncertainty different difficult to predict events can influence the future economic
behavior to make good predictions and reasonable recommendations this uncertainty has to be taken into account in the past most related research results
were based on using traditional techniques from probability and statistics such as p value based hypothesis testing these techniques led to numerous
successful applications but in the last decades several examples have emerged showing that these techniques often lead to unreliable and inaccurate
predictions it is therefore necessary to come up with new techniques for processing the corresponding uncertainty that go beyond the traditional
probabilistic techniques this book focuses on such techniques their economic applications and the remaining challenges presenting both related
theoretical developments and their practical applications

A New Smartphone for Every Fifth Person on Earth: Quantifying the New Tech Cycle 2018-11-24
this paper reviews the relationship between real gdp growth and domestic bank lending to the private sector in croatia after the 2008 global financial
crisis gfc drawing on a cross country analysis of european countries croatia s recession was substantially longer compared to peers due to both domestic
and external factors bank credit to the private sector was found to be important for economic growth but less than often perceived especially during a
boom bust cycle using empirical analysis this paper confirms that the deleveraging of the private sector particularly nonfinancial companies was slow and
contributed to croatia s prolonged recession when provisions of nonperforming loans npls improved and the uncertainty following the gfc receded credit
supply increased while demand for credit hesitantly picked up with the strengthening of the recovery the paper thus reinforces that npls and how they are
handled as well as real growth are important determinants for credit these findings are supported by the cross country analysis and corroborated by other
studies

Beyond Traditional Probabilistic Methods in Economics 2018-01-16
the economic outlook for southeast asia china and india is a bi annual publication on regional economic growth development and regional integration in
emerging asia it focuses on the economic conditions of association of southeast asian nations asean member countries brunei darussalam

Republic of Croatia 2018-09-07
technology provides accessibility otherwise unavailable to the people who can benefit from it the most as new digital tools become less expensive and
more widely available research and real world cases that examine the union between emergent countries and information systems are essential in
determining the next steps for these nations the handbook of research on managing information systems in developing economies is a pivotal reference
source that explores the effects of technological data handling within developing economies covering a broad range of topics such as emerging digital
technologies socio economic development and technology startups this book is ideally designed for software programmers policymakers practitioners
educators academicians students and researchers

Economic Outlook for Southeast Asia, China and India 2018 - Update Promoting Opportunities in E-
commerce 2020-04-17
a number of dramatic changes are currently reshaping infrastructure a sector that investors and asset managers have traditionally considered to be a safe
harbor in the field of alternative investments understanding the future of infrastructure is indispensable to guaranteeing a sustainable future for our
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planet and the welfare of the world s population and enhancing our knowledge of this asset class is one important step we can take toward reaching this
crucial goal this book collects a series of contributions by a group of bocconi university researchers under the antin ip associate professorship in
infrastructure finance which cover the key megatrends that are expected to reshape the way we think about infrastructure and the implications for
infrastructure investors and asset managers its goal is to improve and disseminate the culture of infrastructure among academics professionals and
policymakers the main focus is on europe and the european union and specifically on three key sectors power and energy transportation infrastructure and
telecoms ict

Handbook of Research on Managing Information Systems in Developing Economies 2020-05-27
the core animating feature of administrative justice scholarship is the desire to understand how justice is achieved through the delivery of public
services and the actions inactions and decision making of administrative bodies the study of administrative justice also encompasses the redress systems
by which people can challenge administrative bodies to seek the correction of injustices for a long time now scholars have been interested in
administrative justice but without necessarily framing their work as such rather than existing under the rubric of administrative justice much of the
research undertaken has existed within sub categories of disciplines such as law sociology public policy politics and public administration consequently
although aspects of the topic have attracted rich contributions across such disciplines administrative justice has rarely been studied or taught in a
manner that integrates these areas of research more systematically this handbook signals a major change of approach drawing together a group of world
leading scholars of administrative justice from a range of disciplines the oxford handbook of administrative justice shows how administrative justice is
a vibrant complex and contested field that is best understood as an area of inquiry in its own right rather than through traditional disciplinary silos

Disruption in the Infrastructure Sector 2022
the book explores the right to free prior and informed consent fpic a highly controversial right it is mainly discussed in the context of large scale
business projects on indigenous territories but also with respect to the creation of protected areas and communities traditional resource rights from a
legal anthropological perspective it attempts to disentangle the various coexisting understandings of fpic and provide an explanation for the
multiplicity of fpic norms or to put it in other words its fragmentation it examines the right or stakeholders of fpic the scope of the consent
requirement the respect for self determined decision making and the right to fpic of women in different sociolegal fields moreover it explores the impact
of power relations strategic alliances and discourses within these fields and shows that the emerging fpic norms are the result of norm negotiation
processes the fields that are examined include transnational law more specifically human rights environmental and development law the liberian post
conflict forest and land legislation and liberian community forests as fields in which fpic is operationalized liberia is quite unique in this respect it
is not only one of the few countries in africa recognizing fpic but has also begun implementing it the book shows that based on the logic of a sociolegal
field legal identities are discursively created and determine the meaning of fpic moreover different actors can resort to different legalities shaping
the emerging fpic norm

The Oxford Handbook of Administrative Justice 2023-12-12
the usa and china the world s largest economic powers have been engaging in trade war since january 2018 the impact of this trade war is felt not only by
us and china but also by other economies who have economic ties with them this book provides insights into damages caused by this trade war the first
section of the book looks at the impact of the trade war on the global economy it goes deeper to examine the trade war impact on the south asian region
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it is well known that any imposition of new tariffs or an increase in existing tariffs would make imports more costly and render the exported goods less
competitive yet the book posits that the trade war has provided a window of opportunity to other countries not caught in it the south asian region with
countries like bangladesh india and sri lanka has actually reaped benefits from the widening trade dispute between the world s two biggest economies this
book will be a useful reference to help policymakers to undertake informed decisions and initiate programs to minimise the trade war impact

CLC 2018: Carpathian Logistics Congress 2021-03-07
this book contains an in depth quantitative analysis of the development of the covid 19 epidemic in china from its very beginning in december 2019 to
early april 2020 when it was brought under control it begins with adjustments of the official cumulative data on newly confirmed cases and deaths
removing any inconsistencies and smoothing the surges not attributable directly to the covid 19 virus itself it discusses the measures undertaken by the
chinese government to control the epidemic it examines the extent of the infection the case mortality and the costs to the chinese economy in both hubei
the province in which the first confirmed case was discovered and the rest of the mainland outside of hubei there is also an international comparison of
the chinese experience with those of other countries

Negotiating Norms 2020-08-19
the thoroughly revised updated 3rd edition of the book the economy compendium has been updated with all the recent developments happened in the economic
sphere the book is prepared on the concept latest information authentic data the book is empowered with mind maps infographics charts tables and latest
exam pattern mcqs the emphasis of the book has been on conceptual understanding and better retention which are important from the point of view of the
exam the book captures most of the important questions with explanations of the past years of the ias prelim exam state psc nda and other competitive
exams distributed in the various chapters the book is divided into 19 chapters followed by 2 levels of exercises with 1000 simple mcqs statement based
mcqs

The China-US Trade War and South Asian Economies 2018-12-17
this technical note discusses calibration of a debt service to income dsti limit in romania the recent pick up in household credit in romania has given
rise to a need for revisiting the design of existing macroprudential tools addressing household vulnerabilities the national bank of romania is
considering a redesign of its existing macroprudential tool related to household indebtedness including expanding its scope to cover all household loans
the analysis of loan level data from the central credit register suggests that the probability of default of a borrower is highly sensitive to any
changes in dsti at dsti ratios at about 50 percent particularly for mortgage loans it is recommended to set the limit such that loans do not exceed this
sensitivity threshold

The Covid-19 Epidemic In China 2018-06-08
sustainable management of natural resources is an urgent need given the changing climatic conditions of earth systems the ability to monitor natural
resources precisely and accurately is increasingly important new and advanced remote sensing tools and techniques are continually being developed to
monitor and manage natural resources in an effective way remote sensing technology uses electromagnetic sensors to record measure and monitor even small
variations in natural resources the addition of new remote sensing datasets processing techniques and software makes remote sensing an exact and cost
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effective tool and technology for natural resource monitoring and management advances in remote sensing for natural resources monitoring provides a
detailed overview of the potential applications of advanced satellite data in natural resource monitoring the book determines how environmental and
ecological knowledge and satellite based information can be effectively combined to address a wide array of current natural resource management needs
each chapter covers different aspects of remote sensing approach to monitor the natural resources effectively to provide a platform for decision and
policy this important work provides comprehensive coverage of advances and applications of remote sensing in natural resources monitoring includes new
and emerging approaches for resource monitoring with case studies covers different aspects of forest water soil land resources and agriculture provides
exemplary illustration of themes such as glaciers surface runoff ground water potential and soil moisture content with temporal analysis covers blue
carbon seawater intrusion playa wetlands and wetland inundation with case studies showcases disaster studies such as floods tsunami showing where remote
sensing technologies have been used this edited book is the first volume of the book series advances in remote sensing for earth observation

The Economy Compendium for IAS Prelims General Studies Paper 1 & State PSC Exams 3rd Edition
2021-01-26
this 2017 article iv consultation highlights the macroeconomic conditions in bosnia and herzegovina bih have remained stable bih has made progress in
reducing internal and external imbalances in recent years thanks to a prudent fiscal position and a strong monetary anchor provided by the currency board
however job creation has been limited unemployment has remained high particularly among the youth and the income convergence with the european union has
stalled fiscal stability has been maintained mainly through continued restraint on current government spending progress in improving budget composition
has been limited and reforms of state enterprises have not progressed as envisaged

Romania 2018-02-12
this 2019 article iv consultation focuses on curaçao and sint maarten s near and medium term challenges and policy priorities and was prepared before
coronavirus disease 2019 became a global pandemic and resulted in unprecedented strains in global trade commodity and financial markets the fiscal
position in curaçao improved in the past two years in part due to implemented fiscal measures both curaçao and sint maarten would benefit from
introducing a fiscal responsibility framework it could incorporate a central government debt ratio as a long term anchor and operational rules calibrated
to meet it the report suggests that risks in the financial sector need to be addressed as a matter of priority the authorities should develop a strategy
for addressing financial sector vulnerabilities with the objective of preserving financial stability while minimizing fiscal costs significant
strengthening of supervision and a complete overhaul of the bank resolution framework are also urgently needed an across the board improvement in the
governance framework should be a key priority in both countries vulnerabilities in the financial system point to the need to strengthen governance in the
financial sector

Advances in Remote Sensing for Natural Resource Monitoring 2020-04-01
developing eap grew slightly faster than anticipated in 2017 the growth ofregional gdp excluding china is forecast to accelerate in 2018 while china s
gdp growth is expected to moderate as the economy keeps rebalancing major downside risks include volatility associated with faster than expected monetary
policy tightening in advanced economies and rising threat of trade restrictions developing eap countries would need to get ready to respond to increasing
interest rates and find ways to raise potential growth in the medium run specifically amid the rising risk of protectionism and changes in the global
manufacturing landscape countries should continue to enhance trade facilitation and integration increase the effectiveness of schools and education
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systems and upgrade capabilities to ensure that workers and managers have necessary skills to provide economic security to the population policies should
focus on strengthening social assistance and insurance programs and increasing resilience to systemic shocks

Bosnia and Herzegovina 2018-04-11

Kingdom of the Netherlands-Curacao and Sint Maarten

World Bank East Asia and Pacific Economic Update, April 2018
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